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Editor’s Note
April Meeting
Finally, Spring has arrived and our plein air
painters will no longer be painting in parkas
and with gloves.

Spring Juried Exhibition
Friday, April 6, 6-9 PM
Our April meeting will be our reception at
The Show Gallery Lowertown on Friday,
April 6, 6-9 PM. The address is 346 N. Sibley
Street, St. Paul, MN 55101. It is 1/2 block
from Mears Park toward the river on
Sibley. There are parking meters and also
parking ramps nearby. I hope you will all be
able to attend the reception and awards
ceremony! We are especially grateful to
Mandy Madsen and Sydney Hintz from
Frameworks Gallery for their generous
donation of $500 to make this show
possible!! We also thank Bell Mortgage and
The Geisinger Group who each donated
$250 toward the show. Please be sure to
thank our sponsors! Many thanks to the
artists who donated paintings for The Show
Gallery Lowertown fundraiser back in
December too! Your generous donations
also helped to sponsor the show!

Michele Combs is our guest artist this
month. I personally appreciate learning
about the artistic journeys of our members,
they are as varied as our artwork. I hope
you do as well. If you would like to be a
featured artist please email me.
Don’t forget to come to the opening of our
Spring Open Juried Exhibition, see above for
details.
We have a new section this month, entitled
the “MAA at Large” this section will feature
how our membership gives back to the
community. This month features Rachel and
Mitchell Trockman and their work with
Hennepin County Medical Center.
In your email with this month’s Muse you
should have also found the call for an Artistin-Residence at the Banfill Locke Center for
the Arts.

The Show Gallery Lowertown
346 N. Sibley Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
(651) 419-8022

Also I want to thank all of you for ignoring
the fact that our February meeting article
was under the heading “January MAA
Meeting”! Yes, I cut and paste each
newsletter together.
Kevin
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As well as being surrounded by the interests
of the adults in my life, arts and craft
projects attracted me. By the time I reached
high school, I decided to register for an art
class. Unfortunately it was frustrating and
so I shut the book on “the arts.”

Featured Artist

Michele Combs
My home is
Minneapolis. I went
to the University of
MN and have a B.S.
in Occupational
Therapy. Art was
something I was
always drawn to but didn’t know it was a
vocation to pursue. Today I can say I am an
artist, a painter but I’m not really sure when
it was achieved. Emerging into an artist has
been a learning, growing, and maturing
process.

I enjoyed my time as an OT, a career in
which arts and craft are utilized as a
therapeutic tool. Throughout my adult life
art related ventures were hobbies. I was
married, had two young children, and a job
- my life was full. Then one day I signed up
for a painting class and now I’m a lifelong
student. I am eternally grateful for finding
my passion, though it came a bit later then
I’d hoped. Painting and teaching painting is
now my full time occupation and I enjoy it
thoroughly.

My training included traditional realism
instruction at the Minnesota River School of
Fine Art and led to workshops with talented
painting instructors.
I realize, in hindsight, that though my family
tree did not consist of professional studio
artists, it did contain extremely creative
individuals with strong appreciations for a
variety of art forms. My Norwegian
grandmother was an amazing cook and
highly skilled in a variety of textile arts
including: sewing, quilting, and yarn arts.
My Greek grandfather was an enthusiastic,
amateur musician and a professional
barber. My mother is a keen decorator,
antique collector, and has a high
appreciation for the arts in general. My Irish
father worked in the entertainment
business and had a soft spot for Latin music.

Twilight Fisherman 20 x 16, Oil on Canvas
Michele Combs
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I’m a contemporary impressionist oil
painter who loves thick paint, color, and the
way light plays on leaves, water, and faces.
In fact, being a painter has changed the way
I view the world and I strive to capture the
beauty I see around me onto my canvas.
Picking up a paintbrush compels me to
connect emotionally with a subject in a way
that a quick click of a camera doesn’t.
Where is the light coming from? Where are
the shadows, and what is hiding there? As I
am drawn into the landscape (or whatever
subject I’m painting) I fall deeper into the
mood or excitement there – and it slips off
the end of my brush and onto the canvas. In
every painting, I leave a bit of myself there.

MAA at Large
Hennepin Healthcare and it’s Foundation
hosted an event on March 17, 2018, to
celebrate the art in their new downtown
Clinic and Specialty Center. Rachel and
Mitchell Trockman were honored for
sponsoring certain pieces of the original art
made especially for this new building. This
included a hanging glass and metal
installation by local artists, Shawn Trellage
and Darcy Ferrill. They named this sculpture
“Floating Garden.”

I am inspired by blooming gardens, the sun
rising or setting over a majestic landscape,
playful animals, and traveling to distant lands.
Everyday scenes of colorful clothes hanging on
a line on washing day, a farmers’ market, or a
cascading waterfall make me eager to get out
my paints and translate that mood or emotion
onto my canvas. One of the greatest joys I have
experienced as an artist, is when my story
intersects with another person’s. When
someone views one of my paintings and I see
they connect with it, there is a joy that brings
incredible fulfillment to me as an artist.

Rachel and Mitchell Trockman

Michele teaches oil and acrylic painting classes
in her NKB studio, Studio 391, 1500 Jackson
Street NE, Minneapolis. See her website for
upcoming March and April classes.

The second piece they sponsored is
installed on the third floor in the Pediatrics
Clinic waiting area. This second piece is
named Magic Pond by the artist, Caprice
Glaser. The Pediatrics clinic creation is
water inspired, a mural with whimsical
sculptural pieces as though the viewer is
under a pond, looking up to see the

michele@michelecombs.com
www.michelecombs.com
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underside (suspended from the ceiling) of
ducks and geese who are feeding and
swimming on the surface as well as
paintings and 3D renderings of other water
animals that populate rivers and lakes in
Minnesota. Since Rachel’s specialty was
Pediatrics, this art was very dear to her
lifetime connection to this healing medical
center in our community.

were a metaphor for their art, as she had
experienced a life sustaining Floating
Garden supporting a city on stilts.
Rachel was presented with a model of
“River of Life”, a small version of Donlin’s
monumental glass sculpture.
Ron Merchant and Gary Carabio both had
pieces purchased by HCMC for this Clinic
and Specialty Center.

There is another very large and dramatic
glass signature piece that can be seen from
the exterior of the building as well as inside.
The signature art piece is called “River of
Life” by Martin Donlin. It is 4 stories in
height in a 6 story Clinic and Specialty
Center. The entire art theme for the
building is tied together by a commissioned
poem called Mirroring the Light.

Members and their friends are encouraged
to visit after the clinics open on March 26.
By Terrie Christian
Exhibitions:

Openings:
Annie Young, along with Erin O’Brien, Jean
Kowaski and Susan Wagner will be part of
“The Healing Arts Exhibit” at Eau Claire
Regional Arts Center/Janet Carson Gallery
from April 3 – May 18, 2018 with an Artist
reception on April 12. The gallery is located
at 316 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire WI.

The Trockman’s are very happy to recognize
how Hennepin Healthcare understands the
broader idea of healing. This is reflected by
the inclusion of multiple art forms in use in
their hospital. Many members of the staff
are visual artists and musicians. Rachel is a
Behavior Developmental Pediatrician who
has served on their arts council since its
inception. She gave a talk to the audience
at the event describing how she wanted the
new clinic building to feature art because it
helps to heal the patients and their families.
She spoke of a floating city on Inle Lake in
Myanmar where all of the farming was
done on floating gardens. According to
Rachel, as soon as Trellage and Ferrill
described what they wanted to do, she
knew that the city and its floating gardens

The studios of Emmy White & Cal deRuyter
(321), Tom Dimock, Mary Ann Morgan,
Greg Lecker and Eileen France (183), Karin
Jacobs (222) Rita Corrigan & Marjorie
Moody (392), Michele Combs & Jerry
Majkrzak (391) will be open for
First Thursday on April 5, 5-9 pm at the
Northrup King Building, 1500 Jackson St.
NE, Minneapolis.
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Terrie Christian will have her artwork on
display at Curran’s Family Restaurant,
through the end of May, at 4201 Nicollet
Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55409. Come see
Terrie’s work and join us for breakfast
Wednesdays at 8:30!

Gloria Larsen, Sandy Parnell and Shelly
Rottenberg are all showing their art at the
Minnesota Valley Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship on Zenith Ave South
in Bloomington. The exhibit will be there
through June, 1018.

For a listing of local art openings in the Twin
Cities metro please check out:
https://www.mplsart.com/

Patricia Duncan’s painting, “Spontaneity”
has been accepted into the Arizona Pastel
Artists Association National Show. The
show dates are March 28th through April
10th, 2018 at the Sedona Arts Museum in
Sedona, Arizona.

Ongoing:
Marie Panlener has 15 landscape paintings
at Beaujo Bistro on 50th and France. They
will be on display for the next 3 months.
Christine Tierney is currently exhibiting
paintings in the following exhibitions:
"Interpretations: Landscapes and Still Life"
with artist Michele Combs at the Woman's Club
of Minneapolis, 410 Oak Grove St, Minneapolis,
MN 55403, through May 7. "For the Love of
Art", a 4-woman show at the Grand Hill
Gallery, 333 Grand Ave #101, St Paul, MN
55102, through March 31. "Objects d'art" at
the Jaques Art Center, 121 2nd St NW, Aitkin,
MN 56431, through April 7th. Christine will also
be exhibiting with the Outdoor Painters of MN
at the Anderson Center in Red Wing, 163 Tower
View Drive Red Wing MN 55066, April through
June.

Spontaneity, Pastel – Patricia Duncan
Annie Young will be exhibiting
“Spring/Summer: Color Continues to
Reign” at the Healing Arts Center,
Owatonna Hospital, 2215 NW 26th Street,
Owatonna MN. Exhibit dates: March-June
30, 2018

Patricia Duncan has also been accepted
into the Telluride Plein Air event June 28
through July 4, 2018.
Roger Williamson has two of his works in
the Avivo traveling exhibition To Really See:
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Exploring the Medication-Taking
Experience which opened at the University
of Minnesota in the Bio-Medical Library and
runs until April 30, 2018.

New Members
Welcome to new members Gloria Larsen,
Marie Panlener, and Sandy Tuzinski.

Michele Combs’ painting titled. “Autumn
Stillness - Loire Valley”, won first place at
“Arts in Harmony” at the Hopkins Center
for Arts and will be part of the traveling
exhibition. It will be available for viewing at
the Swedish Art Museum, from March 30
to May 6.

Membership
If you know of someone who might be
interested in joining the MAA invite them to
a meeting or pass along your copy of Muse.
Individual dues are $25 and family dues are
$40. They can join by sending a check along
with their name, full address, email, and
phone contact to:
Diane Gilbertson
5275 Oxford St. N.
Shoreview, MN 55126
Attention New Members!
Don’t forget that you can have a presence
on the Minnesota Artists Association
webpage. All that is needed is a profile
photo, a biography and/or artist’s
statement, and some digital images. Please
also include your email and website, if you
have one. For more information contact via
email, Shakun Maheshwari,
shakuntaladesign@yahoo.com. Did you
know about the MAA Facebook page? Be
sure to “Like” our Facebook page so that
your friends learn about the MAA.

Autumn Stillness– Loire Valley, Oil
Michele Combs
Artist Breakfast at Curran’s – Every
Wednesday morning at 8:30 am, good
food, average coffee, below average price,
and great conversation about art and life.
Bring a painting or artwork to share with
the group. Curran’s Family Restaurant,
4201 Nicollet Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55409.
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gallery sells your work. Include the cost of a
commission in the price of studio sales. Do
NOT undercut your gallery. It’s
unprofessional; and word will get around.
Lessons learned from selling work to
Minnesotans: A potential buyer will often
visit a gallery to view a piece of art over and
over, sometimes over several years before
making a purchase. Seek galleries outside
of Minnesota too.

March MAA Meeting

Panel Discussion: Working with a
gallery.

Tips for working with a professional gallery:
- Have your work professionally
photographed (or become skilled in
using lighting and cameras, not a
phone camera)!
- Curate your work samples to the
very best!
- Research gallery to see if your work
fits (abstract vs representative).
- Send an introductory e-mail with
images; AND follow-up with a phone
call. Besides images, include an
artist statement and resume.
- Realize that some galleries will
ignore you. Others will send you a
reply.
Showing your work:
- Framing is important, even if it is
very simple. Gallery wrapped
canvases are sometimes
appropriate.
- Decide which pieces will be sold as
originals and which will be sold as
prints. Selling a print of a work you
sold to a collector lessens the value
of the original.
Tips for pricing:

Panel members: Mandy Madsen, Sydney
Hintz, Stephen Sugarman, and Douglas
Flanders.
At an early age, Doug Flanders collected
work by painters such as Picasso, Miro,
Monet, and O’Keeffe. In 1972, he opened a
gallery after distributing art in his home (the
tale of the transition involves exiting the
shower in a towel!). Mandy Madsen and
Sydney Hintz co-own and operate
Frameworks Gallery in St Paul. Besides
framing works sold in their shop or art
brought in by customers, they offer group
exhibitions. Stephen Sugarman has
operated Gallery 13 for many years.
Working with a gallery is a mutual
relationship. The job of the gallery is to
connect a buyer with art. For this service,
the gallery collects a commission (40-50%).
As an artist, you should offer your direct
studio sales for the SAME price as your
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Look at the selling price of
comparable work.
Consider your labor time and your
desired income; add profit.
Don’t use potential resale value to
sell your work. Typically, art does
not appreciate unless it is “blue
chip” art (art sold by auction
houses).
By Greg Lecker



artcall@redwingarts.org with the
subject line ‘My Main Street’.
Entries due by April 13, 2018.
Notification to artists by email by
April 16.

Member Annie Young is looking for
volunteers who would be willing to describe
her art in detail to benefit blind and visually
impaired individuals.
If you are interested or have more
questions, please contact Annie via
email: info@annieyoungarts.com

Calls for Art
Red Wing Arts: 'My Main Street': April 27
to June 13 2018. Entries due by April 13,
2018. Representational or abstract, twodimensional or sculptural, a variety of
media are sought for this exhibit, which will
feature different approaches to the
definition of 'My Main Street' in art either
as subject or as inspiration. This exhibit is
open to nonmembers and members. This
exhibit will be juried by three professionals
in varying art disciplines. This is to include
all main streets - not just Red Wing. We
want to see what you consider a highlight
or intrigue of 'My Main Street'
 All exhibited work must be for sale.
Pricing should include RWA's
commission on sales: 40%.
 To apply, submit up to 3 images with
an image list specifying size,
medium, and retail price of images
in the body of the email.
 Email your images and
accompanying info to:

Banfill-Locke Center for the Arts is
accepting applications for an Artist in
Residence. The Artist-in-Residence term
will begin September 15, 2018 and will end
on February 29, 2020 (18 months)
Application deadline: June 15, 2018 at
11:59 pm. The Residency recipient will be
announced by August 1, 2018. The
application is available at:
banfilll.server266.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/03/Call-for-BLCAArtist-in-Residence-2018.pdf
St. Paul Unity-Unitarian Church, 733
Portland Avenue, St. Paul, MN, is excited to
announce the opening of another
application period for artists interested in
exhibiting their art in the Parish Hall Gallery.
The space can support 15 – 30 works. For
more information go to:
www.unityunitarian.org/parish-hall-artists
The application deadline is May 1.
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Diamonds Coffee Shoppe – in the Thorpe
Building, 1618 Central Ave NE, Minneapolis,
MN 55413, sponsors small exhibitions. If
you are interested in an exhibition there,
contact Kat Corrigan and send her a few
images at katjojo@hotmail.com

Resources
Bonnie Crouch recommends these online
resources for a wide range of approaches
for creating bold, imaginative watercolor
paintings:
robertburridge.com or bobsblasts.com

Other opportunities are available at:
http://www.mnartists.org/

Marie Panlener recently began creating her
own website on Squarespace, and is happy
to share her experience. She can be
contacted through MariePanlener.com.
Marie also recommends the following link
for an article and Oscar-winning short
documentary about artist Mindy Alpert. She
recommends reading the article first.
hyperallergic.com/430457/this-oscarwinning-short-doc-animates-the-life-of-anunpretentious-artist/.

Art for Shelter
Help fight homelessness with your artwork!
Art 4 Shelter hosts a fun evening gala event
once a year to combat homelessness.
Original paintings, drawings, and collage
work cut to 5”x7” (no matting or framing is
necessary-just raw artwork) is donated to
help fund the Simpson Housing Services
(www.simpsonhousing.org/) which was
formed to help combat homelessness in
Minnesota. This fun, high profile, high
energy event at the Minneapolis Institute
of Art will bring together hundreds of artists
and collectors for a special evening of
music, wine, conversation, and art buying!

Open Studios/Workshops
The Northstar Watermedia Society is
hosting a 4 Day, "Bold & Brilliant
Watercolors" workshop with artist Carol
Carter. Tuesday - Friday, October 16-19,
2018, 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. New Brighton
Community Center, New Brighton, MN
Workshop fee is $475 for members and
$525 for non-members.
http://northstarwatermedia.com

For more information visit:
Art 4 Shelter: www.art4shelter.org/
Submission guidelines for submitting 5” x 7”
artwork: www.art4shelter.org/submissionguidelines/

The Lake Country Pastel Society is pleased
to announce that artist and author, Doug
Dawson will be giving a five day workshop
in Minneapolis from May 7 - 11, 2018. This
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will be a combination of studio and plein air
sessions. Doug is recognized as a “Master
of Pastel” by the Pastel Society of America.
The classes will include demos,
fundamental principles, and techniques,
which benefit those who are new to the
medium, or have used pastel for years. He
challenges and guides students to climb to a
new level with their work. Doug gives lots
of individual assistance and there are
frequent critiques in a relaxed atmosphere.
Check out the Lake Country Pastel Society
lakecountrypastelsociety.org website and
newsletter for more information, or
contact:
Eileen France
franceart@earthlink.net
952-431-9753

Burnsville 55337. Call to register: 612-2103377. For more information please visit
www.christinetierney.com and her blog at
www.christinetierneystudio.blogspot.com
Richfield Community Center – Richfield's
free open studio meets Monday and Friday
afternoons from 1 to 3 pm in the Ruth
Johnson Room at the Richfield community
center, 70th and Nicollet. All artists and
media are welcome. Contact Ron Wilson for
more details at ronwilson906@gmail.com.
2017-18 meeting Schedule
April 6:
May 15:

Spring Juried Show
Spring Potluck

Vera Kovacovic will be teaching FUN WITH
WATERCOLOR - learn techniques to loosen
and simplify your paintings for successful
landscapes, still lifes, and florals. Each class
starts with a demo and continues with
guidance through the painting process.
Supply list available online or provided
upon registration.
Thursdays, April 19 - May 17, 1:00 - 3:00
pm at 14600 Minnetonka Blvd,
Minnetonka, MN 55345 (Williston and
MTKA Blvd). Fee is $50.
REGISTRATION: 952-939-8393 or
eminnetonka.com/register
Christine Tierney's Drawing and Painting
classes continue weekly yearround: Tuesday mornings, 9 a.m. to
noon, 190 South River Ridge Circle,

The Old Guitarist, 1904 – Pablo Picasso
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Vision: MAA provides exhibitions and
encouragement to hundreds of artists
statewide while maintaining the social
intimacy of a small organization. We grow
through inclusiveness, sustain through
affordability, and strengthen through social
contacts and educational opportunities.
Visit MAA at:
www.minnesotaartistsassoc.com

Nighthawks, 1942 – Edward Hopper
Newsletter Submissions

MAA Board Members
Member submissions to Muse are
encouraged and welcomed. Your active
participation will enhance the value and
content. News, articles, announcements,
letters, tips, resources, and other items for
the newsletter should be submitted to the
Editor by the 20th of each month at
khkomadina@gmail.com. Content may be
edited.

President – Jim Geisinger
Secretary – Karin Jacobs
Treasurer – Diane Gilbertson
Exhibitions – Marjorie Moody
Shelly Rottenberg
Programs – Linda Davis
Newsletter – Kevin H Komadina
Website – Shakun Maheshwari
Member at Large – Jeanne Emrich
Member at Large – Jack O'Leary

MAA Mission & Vision
The Minnesota Artists Association founded
in 1937 was the first all media art
organization in Minnesota.

Newsletter Staff:
Editor – Kevin H Komadina
Staff Writer – Terrie Christian
Guest Writer – Greg Lecker
Photographer – Jeanne Emrich,
Proofreader – Marjorie Moody

Mission: The mission of MAA is to educate,
encourage, and inspire visual artists of all
mediums and skill levels, offer fellowship
and a supportive environment for creativity,
and be a vital presence in the community
through our programs and exhibitions.
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